Abstract
Change events can present dangers as well as opportunities for teams. Such events can unsettle existing routines and lead to an immediate dip in team performance. At the same time, they can provide opportunities for teams to reset the status-quo and put themselves on a path toward higher effectiveness over time. We posit that voice from members can help teams better navigate this change process. That is, voice can stem disruptions to team performance caused by change as well as enhance teams’ ability to recover and initiate a positive performance trajectory after change. Specifically, we make a case that prohibitive voice that allows teams to manage errors better is instrumental for preventing performance losses in the early post-change period (disruption stage). By contrast, promotive voice, which can allow teams to innovate internal processes, can facilitate performance gains over time at later post-change periods (recovery stage). We also propose that voice is especially functional for teams that confront higher degree of change intensity and thereby highlight that voice is particularly important when teams face greater turbulence rather than stability in their operating environment. We test our theory in a sample of 172 production teams that experienced a major exogenous change event. We discuss how our theory and findings extend literatures on voice, team adaptation and resilience.
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